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At the Sherbrooke congress Sir 
Williams prepared a brief

lish as a working language. An 
calling for recognition of Eng 
lish as a working language. An 
iU-concicvcd effort, thc brief cited 
several ambiguous statements by 
the retiring UC.EQ executive to 
support its case. That the Si 
George delegation felt a need for 
such a brief in itself points up a 
deep feeling of resentment of 
their new-found minority status 
in thc new Quebec.
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bloc approaching 40 per cent (at turn was

- that time) and make UGEQ an- g Williams
terms.

The Sir George bilingualism 
brief never did get to the floor; 
it was dropped at the request or 
the McGill delegation, which 
feared it might harm their chan- 

in to the union 
their students had 
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cak French now ?
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The answer was a silent yes.

Isolated instances of French 
English conflict persist in UG Q, 
cropping up mainly at congress
es In February of this year at 
the Sir George Williams congress 
McGill tried to place a two lan
guages motion on the agenda 
without first steering it through 

commission. They failed to 
needed majority to even
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other hand, Sir Geor
ge’s Jean Sicotte stole the show 
with a motion calling for the 
teaching of French m English 
schools beginning at the Pni" 
level, “in order to allow the Eng- 

community to participate
more effectively ******* 
ment of Quebec society. A half- 
minute of stunned silence gave 

loud cheer. The motion
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